
Item no. ELE400064-3717BL

General Product Information

Dimensions LxWxH 120x120x53 cm

Age group 4+

Play capacity (users) 6

Colour options

WOW! The spinning plate of the Tipi Carousel 
makes children laugh out with joy: It rotates, 
tickles the stomach and is spacious enough for 

a few friends, too. This will make children come 
back for more play again and again. The social 

appeal for children is evident: you can be 
active, and close together. There is room for 
more friends seated, standing or even lying. 

This trains cooperation and turn-taking skills. 
The physical play and training in spinning is the 
main fun factor. The rotation trains the sense of 

balance which is fundamental for all other skills. 
A well trained sense of balance helps children 

to navigate the world securely, for instance 
preventing falls when playing actively. It also 
positively affects the ability to sit still and 

concentrate. The Tipi Carousel is an important, 
responsive activity for play and active breaks.
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Item no. ELE400064-3717BL

Installation Information

Max. fall height 100 cm

Safety surfacing area 14.0 m2

Numbers of installers 
(persons)

2

Total installation time 2.4

Excavation volume 0.44 m3

Concrete volume 0.31 m3

Footing depth (standard) 100 cm

Shipment weight 74 kg

Anchoring options In-ground a

Surface    a

Warranty Information

The bowls are made of recyclable PE. The 
bowls are moulded in one piece with integrated 
metal thread bushings and water drain hole to 

ensure high durability in all climates around the 
world.

Heavy duty engineered bearing system with 
single row deep groove ball bearings with rubber 
seals. The fully closed bearing construction is 

lifetime lubricated and maintenance free. The 
Bearing system has an integrated drag brake 

according to global safety standards.

Tipi Carousel has unique water drain system. 
Water drains automatically - assuring that 
carousel is always dry and ready to use. The 

water drain is covered by stainless steel 
strainer.

The Tipi Carousel is available in four different 
colour options.

The sand colored variant is made of rotomolded 
stone mixed PE material with non skid surface 
texture. Minor differences in the stone mix 

visuality of the material are to be expected.
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Hollow PE parts 5 years

Bearing construction 5 years

Galvanised steel 10 years

Spare parts guaranteed 10 years



* Max fall height | ** Total height | *** Safety surfacing area * Max fall height | ** Total height

Click to see 1:100 ratio TOP VIEW Click to see 1:100 ratio SIDE VIEW
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https://s3.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/s3.kompan.redhost.dk/prod/ELE400064_Footprint_EN.pdf
https://s3.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/s3.kompan.redhost.dk/prod/ELE400064_Side_EN.pdf
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